
 

STUDIO 12  

Keyboard players have asked for an 

ultra-portable Leslie with a true Leslie 

Horn and Rotor, and Hammond has 

delivered.   

The Studio 12, with a tube preamp 

driving a 100 watt solid state power 

amp, is at home on the Rock and Roll 

stage and Jazz club alike. 

Its ¼" input allows any instrument to 

connect, and a standard footswitch 

handles fast and slow speeds. Leslie's 

exclusive "Gas Pedal", which allows 

custom Leslie speeds and expressive 

swells may be fitted to the Studio 12. 

The Studio 12 is available in a high-

impact black finish, or the traditional 

Leslie cabinet in walnut veneer 

STUDIO 12W 
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SPECIFICATIONS    Leslie® Studio 12 
          

SINGLE-CHANNEL INPUT   Features 2 inputs (1)low gain for keyboards and (1)high gain for guitar 

            

TWO-SPEED HORN & BASS   Slow/fast speeds can be individually adjusted. Horn and bass rotor will 

            

                                 ROTOR   stops in the forward position when the stop mode is selected.   

    This maximizes the sound towards the audience.     

            

AMPLIFIER   Vacuum tube preamp with a 100-Watt solid-state power amplifier.   

            

SPEAKERS   Bass speaker is 12” speaker matched to the bass chamber. Horn driver is 

    the same driver designed and used in all Leslie speakers for keyboards. 

            

CONTROL INPUTS   Channel Select foot switch, speed select foot switch (slow, fast, stop) or 

    speed control adapter cables 11-pin or 8 pin. Variable speed control pedal 

    input for optional (V-20RT)           

            

CONTROLS   Clean volume, Ch Select, Overdrive: Gain, Volume, Contour   

    Equalizer: Treble, Mid, Bass, Slow rotor speed, Fast rotor speed, Power switch 

            

CABINET   Birch multi core ply cabinet: 1) high impact black polymer protective finish 

    w/handles  2) Traditional style cabinet, walnut veneer      

            

POWER SUPPLY   120V AC, 60 Hz             

            

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES   FS-10TL speed control           

            

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES   FS-1TL single foot switch used to remotely control channel select.   

    V-20RT speed control pedal           

    Adapter cable 11-pin to ¼” or 8-pin to ¼” with speed control   

            

DIMENSIONS   Studio 12 (Black) - (29 ¼” (W) x 20 ½” (D) x 26 ¾” (H), 80 lbs   

    Studio 12W (Walnut ) - (29 ¼” (W) x 20 ½” (D) x 26 ¾” (H), 85 lbs   


